
Hello,

First of all,  I would like to thank you for your participation to this questionnary. It will greatly 
contribute to this research work.
This one is about the World War II.

And please, I ask you to kindly excuse any possible translation mistake present in this document.

Once  you  have  filled  this  questionnary,  please,  send  it  back  to  the  following  e-mail  adress : 
guillaume.milot@sciencespo-toulouse.net

In order  to  keep the  meaning of  this  study,  please  answer  the  questions  in  the  order  they are 
questionned and directly, i. e. according to your own knowledge. 

These ones consist  usually of some boxes to check. When it  is  precised,  you can have several  
possible answers and check more than one box.

If you would like to bring some complementary elements to your answer, an empty box is foreseen 
for this use after each question. Fell free to write there every element you would judge useful in  
complement of your answer or as an explanation of your answer. And, of course, if you wish or 
have nothing to write, you do not have to fill anything.

Let's begin.

1°) What's your nationality ?

2°) How old are you?

3°) What is your current job/position ?

4°) What is your education ?

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:
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5°) What was (or were) this (these) field(s) of study(ies)?

6°) In general, are you interested in history?

Yes, a lot Yes, a little Without opinion No, not really No, not at all

7°) Are you interested in the history of your country ?

Yes, a lot Yes, a little Without opinion No, not really No, not at all

8°) Are you interested in the history of World War II ?

Yes, a lot Yes, a little Without opinion No, not really No, not at all

9°) If yes, have you been learning it/reading about it/ seeing it/etc more with some national sources 
or global sources (by global, we understand not only national sources, but some european or foreign 
sources) ?

Very national A little national No opinion really A little global         Very global

10°) Do you feel that you know well enough the World War II general history ?

Yes, a lot Yes, a little Without opinion No, not really No, not at all

11°) Do you feel that you know well enough the World War II diplomatic history?

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:



Yes, a lot Yes, a little Without opinion No, not really No, not at all

12°) Do you feel that you know well enough the World War II military history?

Yes, a lot Yes, a little Without opinion No, not really No, not at all

13°) What was your (yours) main(s) learning and information source(s) about this conflict ?

You can check several answers. If this is the case, please write down numbers (1,2,3,4,5 to 6 if you want) in the aim to  
classify your answers by an order of importance (1 being in that case your main learning/information source and 6  
your smallest learning/information source).

School  Memorial policy of your country Media Family Yourself and your family
Others (and precise)

14°) Do you consider that your country is telling this conflict (in its textbooks, in its media, in its 
memorial policy, etc) with a national point of view  or with a global point of view (that means that 
this point of view would be easily sharable by every European states, if it s not all the world) ?

Very national A little national No opinion really A little global         Very global

15°) Do you consider that some countries may have a more « objective » history, in what concerns 
this conflict, than the one of your country ?
If yes, please give some examples.

Fully agree Partially agree Without opinion  Partially disagree          Fully disagree

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:



16°) Do you consider that some countries may have a more « subjective » history, in what concerns 
this conflict, than the one of your country ?
If yes, please give some examples.

Fully agree Partially agree Without opinion  Partially disagree          Fully disagree

17°) Globally, do you think that a large majority of historical books have an orientated point of view 
on the events ?

Fully agree Partially agree Without opinion  Partially disagree          Fully disagree

18°) Do you consider that, in order to continue the european project (understood in the way that the 
european construction has allowed to keep away until now any risk of a major general european 
war),  it  would  be  necessary  to  realize  a  common  european  history  book ?  (At  least,  in  what 
concerns international events that are common to Europeans, and so not only pure national events)

Fully agree Partially agree Without opinion  Partially disagree          Fully disagree

19°) Would it be an easy or a hard task to produce such an history book ?
Please tell why in few words.

Very easy Easy Without opinion Hard  Very hard

20°) Is the “obligation of remembrance” (also called policies of “duty of memory”) linked to this 
conflict something that, according to you, is necessary (and so useful) or outdated (and so useless)? 

Absolutely necessary     Rather necessary No opinion Rather outdated Absolutely outdated

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:



21°) In the case of World War II, do you consider that, concerning the beginning of hostilities, the 
responsabilities  are  clearly recognized (ii.  e.  it  can  easily  be  told  than  one  or  several  specific 
countries have caused this war) or are they more difficult  to recognize (and so,  they would be 
somehow shared by every belligerents that took part in the war).

Clearly identifiable Rather identifiable                       No opinion                              
Rather unidentifiable Clearly no identifiable

22°) According to you, if responsabilities are clearly recognizable, what are the countries the most 
directly guilty in the outbreak of this war?

Please name them in descending order of responsibility (at first, begin by the most guilty ones according to you).

23°) And what are, according to you, the countries the most indirectly guilty in the start of the war?  
(Because they could have act for the peace, lead some negociations, apease tensions, realize some 
compromises, etc.)

24°) Do these names mean something to you ?

a) Gdansk (also called Danzig) ?          Yes  No

 
b) Nazi-Soviet Pact ?        Yes No

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:



c) Gamelin ? Yes          No

d) Hitler ?           Yes No

e) Chamberlain ?     Yes    No

f) Daladier ?     Yes     No

g) Stalin ? Yes        No

h) San Remo ?         Yes No

i) Beck ? Yes   No 

j) Mussolini ?          Yes No 

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:



25°) When World War II started? ?
Please give the closest exact date you are sure of.

26°) On what dates these countries went to war?
Take only into account the effective date of  entry into the war when some belligerents started war hostilities without  
declaring officially the war. It is also possible to answer “Never” to this question. Just try to answer the more precisely  
you can but if you are note sure of a date, write down only the month or the year you are sure of.

a) Germany :

b) Belgium :

c) Spain :

d) United States of America :

e) France :

f) Italy :

g) Japan :

i) Poland :

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:



j) United Kindom :

h) USSR :

i) Vatican :

27°) On what date was signed the Nazi-Soviet Pact?

28°) How much time has lasted the Poland campaign? (The first one at the beginning of the war)

29°) What state(s) invaded Poland?
It is possible to tick several boxes.

France United- Kindgom     Italy         Germany USSR

30°)  Trying  to  deliver  a  very  brief  summary  of  events  (which  doesn't  pretend  at  all  to  be 
complete regarding to the number and consequence of the events concerned), it should be retained 
these not really well known facts.
During the summer of 1939 took place negotiations between France, the United Kingdom and the 
USSR to obtain a military alliance.
As history showed, the USSR chose to sign a non-aggression pact with Germany. Negotiations with  
the Allies failed for many reasons, but especially because they did nothing to try to carry them 
quickly and they failed to persuade Poland about the necessity to give a right of free transition to  
Soviet troops on Polish territory within this alliance.
At the same time, France had given military guarantees to Poland (such as opening a second front in 
the West in case of conflict) that France could not respect due to material reasons and that France 
didn't nearly at all respect at the end following some orders coming from political and military 
commanders. The Polish government, feeling strongly supported, was then "stubborn" and did not 

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:



use some opportunities that could have lead to direct negotiations with Germany. Germany gave 
some hope to be seeking for a political agreement to solve the conflict at the end of August but it si  
difficult to see if it was really representative of a real will of peace or rather the part of a general 
strategy to play on the levels of tensions and apeasement.
Finally, Italy has sought to hold a peace conference at the last minute. It never happened.

To round off this account and if it is interesting to you, I invite you to consult several sources  of 
your choice about the topic. I would advise this one:

– Jean-Baptiste Duroselle, Histoire diplomatique de 1919 à nos jours, Paris, Dalloz, 871 p., 
1953-1986. (it should exist in translated versions)

– Hopelessly, it is hard to find some free, accessible, full and synthetic on this thema sources 
on the net...

Were you aware of these elements?

 Yes No  Partially

31°) It is difficult to affirm today what was the sincerity part and the strategy part lying behind in 
these diplomatic  declarations  but  would you reconsider  now your first  ratings in  what  concern 
countries' responsibilities in the outbreak of the war? (The rankings you gave at the questions 22 et 
23.)
If yes, please give this new ranking.

a) Countries with direct responsiilities:

a) Countries with indirect responsiilities:

32°) Do you still feel that you know well enough World War II history (especially about its start) or 
do you think it would be necessary for you to come back to it to complete your knowledge?

–
Yes, I know it very well                     Yes, I rather know it well enough           I do not really know wether  
I know it well enough  
No, I rather do not know it well enough          No, I do not know it well enough at all

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:



33°) Do you still consider it would be easy or difficult to write a common (European) history book 
about the World War II?

Very easy Easy No opinion Difficult Very difficult

34°) Do you think that this potential common (European) history book would respect the historical 
vision of your country about the war or would it be conflictual with this one? 

 It would respect it totally It would respect it in part I do not have any opinion          
      It wouldn't really respect it              It would not respect it at all 

35°)   Do  you  consider  that  your  country  relates  this  conflict  (in  its  textbooks,  its  media,  its  
obligation of remembrance, etc) with a national point of view (i. e. you evaluate that the history of  
the conflict is presented with such a national vision that it  wouldn't be transposable in an other 
country than yours) or with an universel point of view (i. e. this vision of your country would be 
easily sharable and transposable by every European state, if not by the world)?

Very national     A  little national No opinion A little universel Very universel

36°) Do you still  consider  that some countries may have a more « objective » history,  in what 
concerns this conflict, than the one of your country ?
If yes, please give some examples.

Fully agree Partially agree Without opinion  Partially disagree          Fully disagree

37°) Do you still  consider that some countries may have a more «subjective » history,  in what 
concerns this conflict, than the one of your country ?
If yes, please give some examples.

 Fully agree Partially agree Without opinion  Partially disagree          Fully disagree

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:



38°) Globally, do you still think that a large majority of historical books have an orientated point of 
view on the events ?

Fully agree Partially agree Without opinion    Partially disagree       Fully disagree

39°) Do you consider that writing such a common European history book (with all its qualities and 
drawbacks) would be productive or counterproductive in the European processus?

That would be very productive That would be a little productive I do not really know       
 That would be rather counterproductive That would be totally counterproductive

Thank you for your participation

If you wish so, please feel free to tell your story, your knowledes, your anecdotes about World War 
II and especially the way you perceive it (or one taught you to perceive) this conflict (notably its 
outbreak) after your personal and educative path in your country or abroad.

More to tell:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:


